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STAY SAFE AND WORK FROM
HOME WITH EXPERT SUPPORT

Hexagon supports woodworking
professionals working from home with
access to Cabinet Vision and Alphacam
with free online licensing and remote
access options to help woodworkers
remain productive while working from
home.
Hexagon’s Manufacturing Intelligence
division is offering a range of free offline
licensing and remote access options
designed to enable efficient home working
for woodworking professionals facing
new productivity challenges during the
COVID-19 outbreak.
Home working options will be provided
for Hexagon’s production software and
metrology software offerings, as well as
the MSC Software range of CAE solutions,
at least until 30 June 2020. Users will also
have access to additional online learning
resources.
This includes licence move, remote
access or additional temporary home
office licences for Hexagon’s Alphacam
and Cabinet Vision.
‘The purpose of our smart
manufacturing solutions is to improve
quality and productivity and this challenge
is especially acute during this time of
extensive home working’ said Paolo
Guglielmini, President of Hexagon’s
Manufacturing Intelligence division.
‘So, to support the industries we serve,
we’re offering special access to our
software and learning tools for both
current customers and non-customers
who can benefit from our technology’.
‘Like many businesses in the
manufacturing sector, we have many

employees working from home at the
moment and we appreciate that giving
them the right tools to work remotely
is essential to their well-being and
success’.
‘By offering learning and remote
working solutions I hope we can
contribute to maintaining productivity
and quality while keeping employees
in manufacturing safe.’
Details on how to access the home
working packages can be found at
www.hexagonmi.com/wahs
The offering will include:
• Extension of licences for workfrom-home support or alternative
access options for MSC Software CAE
solutions.
• Licence move, remote access or
additional temporary home office licences
for Hexagon’s CAD CAM software such as
Alphacam and Cabinet Vision.
• Free offline licences of the latest
versions of PC-DMIS and other leading
metrology software.
• Free remote machine monitoring via
the HxGN SFx | Asset Management asset
performance management solution.
• Free access to online learning for
Hexagon’s metrology and MSC Software
solutions.
Although Hexagon employees are also
working remotely, service and support
remains in operation. Full details are
available from local offices.
For further information
Visit www.alphacam.com or
www.cabinetvision.com
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FERWOOD HELPING TO BRIDGE
THE GAP FOR BRIDGMAN
DOWNTIME is costly for any business, but when
manufacturing performance door sets and fire doors for
both the public and commercial sector, short lead times,
consistency and guaranteed delivery slots are non-negotiable.
For Hartlepool-based Bridgman IBC Ltd, this has meant
investing strategically in reliable machinery and, where
necessary, doubling up on its most vital machines with the help
of global reconditioned machinery supplier, Ferwood.
‘Every manufacturer can relate to the frustration of machines
breaking down and in our line of work, we can’t afford to miss
deadlines,’ begins operations director, Peter Bowes.
‘We trade principally on our ability to deliver product on time
and, as a result, we go to extra lengths to eradicate any issues
that may arise before they have the potential to disrupt our
manufacturing capabilities and lengthen our lead times.
‘In order to combat this issue, we’ve got a back-up for every
process that takes place in our plant. We have more than one
press, several means of cutting product to size and more than
two CNC machines for cutting glass and lock mortises into
doors.
‘It’s been a big investment to get us to this point, but it’s
important for us to identify areas of strategic weakness within
our business. This has highlighted our need for an alternative
edge-banding facility, so we are not hindered by a machinery
breakdown going forward,’ says Mr Bowes.
He admits that the company’s existing Homag edgebander works well with the dense timber needed to apply
wood lippings to their FD30 to FD120 fire door range, but
he recognises that even the best machines can break down
unexpectedly and was keen to guard against any potential
interruption to production.
‘It was clear that we needed a new edge-bander to eradicate
this doubt. We run both new and used machinery, each
differing greatly in terms of the level of technology and the
number of features they offer.
‘On this occasion, we didn’t need a machine with a plethora
of fancy gadgets included. It needed to stick a lip on a door and
trim it flush. That said, the machine needed to be sufficiently
robust to cope with upwards of 200 hardwood lippings/day,
each measuring up to 20mm thick - not the usual 6mm lippings
used on a standard domestic door housing.
‘It also had to be able to work with the same polyurethane
hot-melt adhesive we’ve been using for a number of years. This
would eliminate any problems with quality, or continuity, while
also reducing the need to stock pile different adhesives.
‘We also get asked to insert a lot of intricate ironmongery into
the edge of doors and rebates as well as various profiles, so the
new edge-bander needed to work efficiently with chunky pieces
of material,’ explains Mr Bowes.
After being signposted to Ferwood following a
recommendation from a colleague and following the installation
of a fully reconditioned “Ferwood Approved” UV tunnel on its
lacquer line earlier in the year, Peter knew that Ferwood was a
company that delivered on its promises.
‘I was impressed by their level of service and the reconditioning
process and, after highlighting a need for a second edgebander, Ferwood was able to modify a machine to fit our needs
perfectly. In fact, they built it especially for us,’ says Peter.
Finding a used machine with the exact configuration needed
by Bridgman IBC wasn’t going to be easy, due to the rarity of
machines on the market that were capable of working with wide
hardwood lippings. However, with hundreds of used machines
in its inventory, Ferwood was able to reconfigure the door
manufacturer a machine to suit the required specification.
Ferwood’s engineers used the frame of one machine stripping it down and leaving only the controls in place - and
remounted the necessary machining units on to it. It was built
to fulfil the company’s exact requirements and, because it had
been assembled and tested in line with Ferwood’s premium
reconditioning programme, “Ferwood Approved”, the bespoke
edge-bander was installed into its new home by a specialist
engineer. The purchase also came with ongoing technical
support from Ferwood’s after sales team and a six-month
warranty for extra piece of mind.
‘During the build process, Ferwood asked us to ship materials
over to them, so that they could test the machine on our own
door blanks, cores and lipping materials, so we could see what
the machine was capable of. It looked and ran like new,’ admits
Peter.
After a visit to the factory in Italy to see the machine in action,
the installation took place a few weeks later. From the first call
to Ferwood’s sales team to the machine running its first door
set, it took just under three months.
‘The benefits of buying a similar machine meant that our
operators needed minimal training on the machine and
its software. The engineer left no stone unturned and the
installation was quick and easy.
‘In fact, the whole team was knowledgeable, straight talking
and responsive and that allowed us to achieve exactly what

we had set out to do. We highlighted a potential risk of business
continuity that has now been dispelled thanks to Ferwood’s ability
to source the right machine for us.
‘It was never a hard sell with Ferwood. It was more of a
collaboration than a sales process. It wasn’t a cheap solution,
but we got what we paid for: a fully reconditioned edge-bander
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that fits the bill. It has everything we need and nothing more.
Going forward, Ferwood will be my first port of call,’ concludes
Peter Bowes.
For further information tel Ferwood on 0113 286 6689.
Visit www.ferwoodgroup.com
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sPEEDING UP
PRODUCTION
WITH LAMONT

GEORGE Nicholson of Braewick
Partnership set up business in 2009 on
the island of Shetland. His main business
is the manufacture of “polycrubs” a
particular form of polytunnels (http://www.
nortenergy.co.uk/), which are peculiar to
the island.
They can be manufactured at the
rate of one a week with one completed
approximately every three weeks, with
the weather being an important factor. He
can also turn his hand to the manufacture
of anything, such as gates and house
refurbishments, as the need requires.
George recently purchased a Lamont
matrix table for its advantages in speeding
up his production and in ensuring a
perfectly square product.
‘I had six gates to make and not enough
sash clamps to do it. By the time I would
have bought enough, I would have spent
a quarter of what the Lamont matrix table
costs to buy.
‘I felt it was best to buy the matrix
table and have it for ever more rather than
continually buying clamps, of which you
would never have enough.
‘I had a corner in the workshop where
I could set up the machine without any
problems: it is very space saving. It does
not limit anything you do and it is easy and
quick to use.
‘Most of the work I do on my own: when
you have glue and lots of gates and need
to glue them up and clamp quickly before
the glue goes off, it is much easier to do it
with the push of a button with the Lamont
matrix table,’ explains George.

is on its way when it says it will be is very much appreciated.
‘We have not had any problems yet, but I am sure that anything
that does arise can be sorted over the telephone. Alan would send up
to anything required with no hassle. He always seemed to be very keen
that you got the right machine you needed. He was very genuine and
went out of his way to explain the differences between each machine
he had. It is his name that is on the machine, so he has to be good!’
concludes George.
For further information tel Alan Lamont on 07785 268 992.
Visit www.clampingmachines.co.uk

George chose Lamont as his supplier
as:

‘It was about the easiest one to find on
the internet. I did speak to some one else,
who had a second hand one coming, which
I could have had in three weeks, or I could
buy one from Lamont immediately.
I chose to go for Lamont. I could not
find any bad reports on the internet; he is
located in Scotland and the price was right.
‘I spoke to Alan [Lamont] on the
telephone and he is a very genuine fellow:
that is important when buying tools. I know
if I call him, I will receive an answer from
him quickly and it will be the right answer.
He will always see you right,’ says George.
As well as the gates for which the matrix
table was originally purchased, George used
the clamp to make a toy box for his sixmonth old nephew as a Christmas present:
the clamp held the box while it was glued
up.

George sums up the advantages of the
Lamont matrix table thus:

‘It saves space, it is easy to operate single
handed and is guaranteed to be square.
That is a very big thing, as the gates are not
complicated, but there is a lot in them and
everything is very tight, so once you have
got them all cramped up to move them
would take a bit of effort.
‘By having Alan's machine I know it is
square in two directions, down and across:
it has to be square as his machine is square.
It is a very good piece of machinery for that
type of operation,’ explains George.

When asked if he would recommend it,
George replied:
‘Yes, no problem. It has a lot of power to
do the job. With sash clamps you feel you
are getting a bargain, but you can't get any
pressure. This machine has a good amount
of power behind it.
‘The company is very swift and easy
to deal with: it was a pleasure to deal with
Alan. If he said it was going to be delivered
on Thursday, it was ready to be delivered
on Thursday. That was Alan's way of saying
thank you very much for the business.
‘It was a great help, as here in Shetland
you know it has to be in Aberdeen at a
certain time, or it is not going to get on the
boat that night and it might spend the next
few days in Aberdeen at the back of a shed:
machinery and equipment can get stuck
in Aberdeen for a week if there are other
things in the shed in front of it. Knowing it
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BIRTHDAY CELEBRATIONS AND
RECORD GROWTH FOR GreCon

GreCon Ltd is celebrating 28 years of business and
commitment to the UK & Ireland market.
Established in April 1992, GreCon is located just
outside of Newcastle-upon-Tyne.
With a wealth of experience as a global market
leader, GreCon demonstrates a strong understanding
of customer needs and provides turnkey solutions
for a wide variety of industries, including wood
manufacturing.
GreCon’s fire protection technology protects
industrial premises, process and
people, detecting and extinguishing
ignition sources, making work places
safer and enabling uninterrupted
production.
GreCon’s measurement and
inspection solutions help customers
to improve product quality in their
production processes, using proven
German engineering to reduce
material and energy costs, ultimately
maximising operational efficiency.
‘Our parent company, Fagus-GreCon
brought to market the first industrial
spark extinguishing system in 1973,’
says managing director of GreCon Ltd,
Jonathan Hamill.
‘Since that time, GreCon’s product
portfolio has significantly evolved,
with continuous investment in R&D.
Today customers all over the world
rely on GreCon to add vital protection
and to help them optimise their
manufacturing process,’ he adds.
The company has seen growth after a
positive year in 2019.
‘We achieved double-digit percentage
growth last year despite a lot of
industry uncertainty surrounding
Brexit.
‘This has placed us in an even better
position to look after our customers.
We invested in a new remote support
solution; Satellite, which allows us to
connect to customer systems remotely
to provide a faster response and
diagnostic service,’ says Jonathan.
As part of the response to the current
COVID-19 pandemic, the GreCon
team has been focused on helping
customers in critical industries,
including travelling to their sites where
needed.
‘I’ve thanked our team for their
efforts, for staying at home when
they’ve been asked to, coming to work
when we need them and for finding
new ways to adapt to this challenging
situation,’ says Jonathan.
‘Tom Burniston re-joined the
business in 2019 and is well known
in the industry. As head of sales,
he can rely on two recruits. Nathan
Ashford joined recently as technical
sales manager – Nathan’s engineering
background will be highly relevant
in this role. Beth Williamson joined
during 2019 and was recently
promoted to an inside sales role to look
after business development and sales of

critical spare parts,’ continues Jonathan.
‘In these challenging times, we mark this anniversary
by sending virtual slices of “Detector cake”. We thank
our customers for their continued loyalty and support.
We also think of and thank all involved in the response
to the current pandemic. Stay safe and if you believe we
can help you, please get in touch,’ concludes Jonathan.

For further information tel GreCon on
0191 414 7200.
Visit www.grecon.co.uk
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BIESSE LAUNCHES ENTRYLEVEL EDGE-BANDING RANGE

IN AN age when having the upmost quality of
products is no longer considered supplementary,
but essential, production technology must offer
consistent quality without compromises, whatever
the level of the range.
This is the underlying value behind the Akron 1100
range of compact single-sided edge-banders from
Biesse, which are ideal for small-scale producers who
want to modernise production.
Within its price range, the Akron 1100 is claimed to
be the only technology on the market offering highlevel components, such as the Rotax motors made by
HSD.
There are three machine configurations offering
choices on trimming, corner rounding and premilling. Control is via a 7in touchscreen. It is claimed
to b the only one on the market at its price point and
offers an icon driven, highly intuitive interface. It also
provides feed-back in the form of valuable machine
information, reports and statistics relating to the daily

work being carried out, highlighting productivity
levels and any setting issues.
‘This entry-level range stands out in the market
for its high specification, quality and performance.
The Akron 1100 has the capability of applying edge
material from 0.4mm to 5mm solid wood lippings,
with a 10m/min track speed. In addition, changeovers
from thick to thin edges, together with machine setup is very quick and simple,’ says Biesse brand sales
manager, Malcolm Storey.
‘The Akron 1100 range is the ideal machine for
a first-time user, providing a quality edge finish.
We also offer a “walk in” in demonstration service
whereby customers can visit us at any time and see
how easy the machine is to set up and operate,’ adds
Mr Storey.
For further information tel Biesse on
01327 300366. Visit www.biesse.com
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MIRKA GOES
FOR THE GOLD
STANDARD
WHEN it comes to any woodworking project, a good quality sanding product is
essential for achieving the perfect finish.
The Mirka Goldflex Soft range, available from Ironmongery Direct, is a great choice for
those who need to sand profiled surfaces, delicate corners, or difficult-to-reach details by
hand.
The flexible Goldflex soft sanding padscan be used for sanding fillers, primers, paints,
lacquers and bare wood in both wet and dry environments.
The foam backing ensures a comfortable grip that is kind to the hands and the pad
applies pressure evenly to the surface to reduce the risk of sanding through.
In order to minimise the clogging
associated with using a traditional sanding
paper, Ironmongery Direct suggests trying
Mirka’s Gold Proflex sanding sheets.
These revolutionary sheets utilise special
grain and coating technology for excellent
dry hand-sanding and are sharp cut for fast
finishing and denibbing.
The Mirka Goldflex soft sanding pads can
be purchased from Ironmongery Direct in
packs of 10, while 200-sheet rolls of Mirka
Goldflex Soft sheets are also available to
purchase for larger projects. All products
come in a variety of grit levels to suit any
requirement.
Ironmongery Direct has over 18,000
products in stock and available for next-day
delivery.

For further information tel
Ironmongery Direct on 0808 168 28 28.
Visit www.IronmongeryDirect.com

SALES
BOOM

SPACE-Plug has gone from a former fitter’s
brainchild to sales in excess of 3.5m units.
‘I’m over the moon! In all honesty, the
concept had been in my head for such a
long time, it’s actually been 25 years in
the making, but it’s now well and truly
made!’ says former fitter, entrepreneur and
managing director, Cliff Petit.
Space-Plug’s approach might be unusual
in the modern world, but it seems the
old-school business plan of not spending it
until you have made it is paying off for the
company.
This year the company is set to break out
of the cottage industry-style of business and
it is looking to gear up in earnest with plans
for major investment directly from company
funds.
‘Taking a bit of time to build a business has
proven to be the right move,’ says Cliff.
‘There is such a trend to look for the
instant gratification of major investment,
but avoiding that means that we are now
able to invest in major growth without
any leverage against future profits safe in
the knowledge that Space-Plug is hugely
popular with an ever-growing list of
delighted users,’ says Cliff.
‘Space-Plug is growing fast and our joint
investment plan with our fantastic new
manufacturer based in Sussex – Masona
Plastics – is looking to top £200,000!”
These extensive plans, as well as the
new manufacturing partnership, include
new commercial management input, new
tooling for the Mark II plug, new automated
packing machinery, new patent applications,
new products, new SKUs, new territories,
new markets, new distribution, new media,
a new website and, of course, many new
customers.

For further information visit
www.space-plug.com
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MARTIN WOODWORKING MACHINERY
REPESENTED IN SCOTLAND BY DERAL

DERAL Ltd, based in Airdrie in Scotland was established in 1984. Whether you are looking
for new, or used woodworking machinery, you should look no further than Deral Ltd.
Deral Ltd offers a wide range of new machinery from some of the top manufacturers in the
industry.
When you purchase a new machine from Deral Ltd you can be assured that you will be
acquiring reliable machinery from a well- known manufacturer in the knowledge that you will be
able to benefit from Deral’s full after sales support.
Over the years, Deral has steadily built on its reputation for offering high quality support and
the fact that the company has consistently increased its engineering workforce over the years to
meet customer demands, which enables a quicker response time.
The company’s philosophy is to provide the customer with advice as to the correct machine for
each and every application and the right specification, combined with comprehensive after sales
support. The importance of these factors should never be underestimated.
In order to ensure that the advice given to customers is based on the latest technology, Deral’s
sales staff regularly attend seminars and manufacturers’ product knowledge courses.
In specifying a machine for a customer, in addition to current production needs, it is essential
that consideration is also given to future requirements.
Deral employs multi-skilled engineers all of whom are trained in the latest technology. Full
advantage is taken of manufacturing courses to maintain a high level of expertise. Deral’s
company goal is to be recognised as the preferred choice for advice and the supply of quality
machinery and services.
In 1989, due to customer demand, the decision was taken to supply both new and used
machinery.
Deral has taken great care in selecting the best possible partners, who provide superior
technical specification on all their machines, combined with excellent after sales support.
One such manufacturer which Deral was keen to work with was the renowned German
woodworking machinery manufacturer, Martin.
Martin produces a wide range of woodworking machinery, including spindle moulders, sliding
table saws, planers, shapers and sanding equipment.
One machine from the Martin range that remains ever popular with Deral’s mainly Scottish
based clientele is the T60C sliding table saw.
This represents an ideal entry into the premium compact class. It strikes a perfect balance
between price and performance, because all the key components of the circular saw T60C are
designed exactly as you would expect from a Martin machine.
If a higher price does not directly reflect a higher performance, the T60C intentionally makes a
“more compact” choice.
Focused engineering combined with an operating technology reduced to the basics make
the T60C an excellent partner for anyone who is looking for a reasonably priced introduction
to the top division of sawing. Every T60C saw promises a perfect balance between price and
performance.

Scoring saw unit

The unit individually sets both the scoring position left and right on the basis of the stored saw
blade data fully automatically.
The operator specifies the scoring height electronically and the setting is also provided
automatically.
The adjustment ranges of the two axes are clearly displayed and easy to understand. Any
requisite fine adjustment is therefore child’s play.
It goes without saying that all settings are stored and not lost when switching off the unit.
A special feature of the scorer is the pneumatic lifting/lowering of the scoring saw blades. As a
result, the unit is activated in seconds and also quickly taken out of service again. This reduces
noise and increases safety.

SafeLight

If the scorer is running, the light integrated in the table insert draws the operator’s attention to
the operating situation. Martin thereby provides the user with a considerable increase in safety.

For further information tel Martin on 00 49 8332 9110. For further information on Deral
Ltd tel 01236755350. Visit www.martin.info or www.deral.co.uk

ScribeMaster

The “ScribeMaster” scoring saw system allows the scoring width to be set easily on the
stationary scoring saw unit. Fiddling around with shims between the scoring saw blades is
therefore a thing of the past.

Cross-cut table

The sturdy cross-cut table is part of the basic equipment featured on the T60A saw. The crosscut fence can be used in either the front, or rear position of the cross-cut table with just a simple
movement.
The large angle scale integrated in the table allows precise mitre cuts between 0 deg and 50 deg
to be executed by simply turning the cross-cut fence.
The T60C sliding table saw represents excellent value for money and it is therefore no surprise
that Deral’s customers consider it to be the machine of choice for a wide range of applications in
a joinery workshop.

PLENTY OF WOOD OFF-CUTS? A WOOD
WASTE HEATER MAKES PERFECT SENSE

A BESPOKE furniture manufacturer in Oxfordshire
has purchased a wood waste heater from Wood Waste
Technology to save money on heating and waste
disposal bills.
Kingsey Furniture & Interiors is based in Kingsey, just
outside the historic town of Thame. It specialises in
bespoke furniture and custom-built interiors for both
domestic and commercial projects.
The team contacted Wood Waste Technology to order
a WT10 for the main workshop area, to keep the team
warm in winter and efficiently utilise the amount of
waste wood that is generated as a result of the company’s
manufacturing activities.
Whilst installing the heater, Wood Waste Technology’s
experienced engineers were able to run a large duct from
the heater in the main workshop area into the Polishing
Shop, to warm the area where items are painted and help
the paint dry quicker.
‘For businesses with plenty of wood off-cuts available,
purchasing a wood waste heater makes perfect business
sense, especially when you have a large workshop to
heat,’ says chief executive officer at Kingsey Furniture &
interiors, Fay Branch.

‘The team in the workshop wouldn’t want to be without
it as it keeps them warm on even the coldest days and
the business definitely benefits from the cost-savings
it provides on heating and waste disposal. ‘Being able
to duct warm air into the polishing shop is a bonus, as
paint can take longer to dry in a colder environment,’
concludes Fay.
‘We’re delighted to have helped Kingsey Furniture &
Interiors save money on its operating costs, whilst also
keeping the team warm, utilising the waste wood and
helping the paint dry quicker!’ says managing director at
Wood Waste Technology, Kurt Cockcroft.
Wood Waste Technology’s years of expertise in wood
waste solutions has helped many companies reduce their
waste disposal and heating costs.
As well as offering site survey, design, manufacture,
installation and on-going maintenance for new units, the
company also services all types of wood waste heaters
and supplies genuine spares up to 60 per cent cheaper
than other suppliers.
For further information tel Wood Waste Technology on
01785 250400. Visit www.woodwastetechnology.com
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OVERALL EQUIPMENT EFFICIENCY

BIESSE’S latest service platform SOPHIA offers users the
possibility to improve the overall equipment efficiency (OEE)
of the company’s machines, as well as offering a Cloud-based
e-part system.
This is Biesse’s initial offering for Industry 4.0 and the
IoT (Internet of Things), creating a digital infrastructure to
underpin modern manufacturing.
The platform has the ability to collect and send real-time data
on connected machines, giving customers the ability to analyse
and optimise overall performance and productivity.
Additionally, there is functionality that will help in detecting
potential malfunctions and assisting customers in maintenance
operations, as well as ordering replacement parts, ultimately
helping to improve the up-time of their machines.
The platform consists of two powerful areas: IoT –SOPHIA
and PARTS – SOPHIA, plus associated Apps that provide
customers with easy access to SOPHIA’S capabilities.
IoT – SOPHIA collects and sends real-time data on connected
machines, allowing customers to analyse and optimise overall
performance and productivity.
Additionally, there is functionality that will help detect
potential malfunctions and assist customers with maintenance
operations, ultimately helping to improve the up-time of their
machines.
* Via an App, users can receive notification regarding
production status, efficiency, machine stoppages, production
progress and maintenance. Customers will have access to
information, wherever they are, even if the machine is not in
operation.
* It will also be possible to facilitate maintenance operations
by automatically compiling a shopping cart with spare parts
considered to be necessary to carry out operations.
PARTS – SOPHIA is the intuitive and personalised tool for
ordering Biesse spare parts.
Customers can create a spare parts cart with information on
stock availability and pricing, as well as monitor the progress of
orders and access a list of recommended spares.
The portal also provides access to machine documentation,
machine design and bill of materials.

SOPHIA in the present and the future.

Worldwide connected machines have registered a 60 per cent
growth in productivity and the platform has highlighted that
Biesse has handled more than 2,000,000 events of various types.
‘The results registered over these first few months
demonstrate how the services we offer our customers help
increase the operating time of a machine and promote a
proactive approach by reducing diagnostic times by 80 per
cent,’ says the Biesse Group’s new service innovation director,
Stefano Calestani.
‘It may have only been on the market a short while, but
SOPHIA is improving the quality of relations with customers
who have benefited from using the tool,’ adds Mr Calestani.
It is a quick and decisive support, which minimises waiting
times previously required to deal with problems and responds
with effective and immediate solutions. This is the substantial
opportunity that SOPHIA offers to our customers,’ concludes
Mr Calestani.
For further information tel Biesse on 01327 300366. Visit
www.biesse.com
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WELCOME

to the Industrial Woodworking
& Panel Processing Website!
Our website provides an introduction to the magazine and is
updated every single month. It is designed to be quick and
extremely easy to use with every one of the previous year’s
magazines appearing online,
providing the woodworking professional with easily accessible
information at their fingertips.
Quite simlply, our website provides you with relevant and
informative information in a straightforward, no nonsense style.
Whether you want to view our current issue BEFORE the
magazine itself is published, or whether you wish to research
articles which have appeared during the previous 12 months, it
is all readily availabe to you.
JOHN EMSLIE - PUBLISHER

www.industrialwoodworking.co.uk
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YOU’LL NEVER COME UNSTUCK WITH
OAK AND TEAK EPOXY WOOD GLUE
MAKE Wood Good Ltd, UK distributers of the Marine
Epoxies of Smiths and Co of California, is proud to
introduce Oak and Teak Epoxy Wood Glue to the UK
market.
Oak and Teak glue, the all wood glue, is a two-part epoxy
resin made largely from the resins of wood itself. That is
why it can dissolve the natural oils of oily hardwoods and
why it bonds all oily hardwoods, such as teak, cocobolo and
ebony. Epoxy glues made from petro-chemicals cannot do
this.
Oak and Teak Epoxy Wood Glue will bond all non oily
hardwoods and softwoods that lesser epoxies are also
capable of gluing.
Oak and Teak Epoxy Wood Glue is unaffected by the
natural acids common to many woods, which is why it
bonds oak so readily.
With proper chemical surface preparation, it will also glue
a wide variety of metals, glass, rubber and also glue many
plastic materials. The cured adhesive is completely waterproof and weather-proof.
Oak and Teak Epoxy offers a very long working time, two
hours at 20 deg C and will not smoke off like other epoxy
adhesives, if mixed in large quantities.
The company’s Epoxy Cleanup Solvent will dissolve and
clean up excess Oak and Teak Epoxy Glue before it has
gelled. Once cured, there is no clean-up solvent.
The cured adhesive is easily sanded back and leaves an
unobtrusive glue line. It is a translucent orange in colour, so
blends in nicely with natural wood colours.

Mixing:

Measure the Oak and Teak Epoxy wood glue out. It is a 1:1
mix ratio, so very easy to get right and it is very forgiving of
mix ratio errors. Use 10 parts A to 12 parts B, if measured
by weight.
Mix the Oak and Teak epoxy thoroughly. All two-part
adhesives require very thorough mixing to set properly.
Wait around 10 minutes until the mixed glue turns from
white to amber before using it.

Clamp the joint using moderate pressure. The use of too
much pressure will starve the joint of glue and weaken the
joint.

Finishing:

Clean any excess glue from the joint area with paper
towels. Avoid the use of solvents if you can, as they can

Application:

Never clean the surfaces with solvents, even if you are
gluing very oily wood, such as cocobolo or teak. Solvents
will be absorbed by the wood, which will interfere with the
penetration of the glue and weaken the resulting joint.
Oak and Teak Epoxy will not be affected by the oils in
the wood. This is a major advantage over the company’s
competitor products, which require the use of solvents that
inevitably reduce joint strength.
Apply the Oak and Teak epoxy to both surfaces of the
joint and allow the wood to soak up as much as it wants to.
End grain and porous woods, such as the edges of plywood
will soak up more.
Scarf and Butt joints are especially prone to soaking up
glue, because of their end grain surfaces.
Allow the wood to soak up the adhesive, deep penetration
gives strong joints and it stops the joint being starved of
glue after assembly, as the wood soaks the glue up.
Oak and Teak Epoxy has a long working time; you do not
have to rush things at this stage.

penetrate the wood and weaken the joint. If you must
use solvents, use the company’s Epoxy Clean Up Solvent
sparingly. Allow the glue to harden before stressing the
joint.
All Smiths Epoxy resins use their Dual Synergistic
Catalyst™ which will ensure a full dependable cure at
temperatures as low as -2 deg C (28 deg F).
Oak and teak epoxy dries to a translucent pale orange. It is
easy to sand and leaves very inconspicuous glue lines once
finished. Oak and Teak Epoxy resin will fill gaps in joints.

Packages:

Oak and Teak Epoxy is available in packages from a 25ml
twin barrel syringe up to 7.6 litre packs.
Testimonial from Michael Tobias Design (guitar-maker)
“What we like about Smith & Co products is that they
work with no glue failures including a better guitar finish
adhesion and a secure fingerboard glue joint.
“I have been recommending these glues for a long time. I
would not dream of gluing on a fingerboard with anything
else and I doubt my finishes would be the same without
CPES”.
For further information tel Make Wood Good Ltd on
01732 824700. Visit www.makewoodgood.com
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